Song For Alpha

Artist: Daniel Avery
Non-Airable Tracks: NONE
Label: Mute Records

Remember that movie Tron? The one with Jeff Bridges? It had a lot of electronic music by Daft Punk? This album is just like that. The majority of the songs on this album could be the musical score of some movie, it has that vibe to it. Also, it would be ideal music for video games. Some songs have beats that are on a continuous loop and it kind of sounded repetitive because the songs are long, but you might like it. They are nice beats and dreamy beats. Recommend if you want something to listen to to help you fall asleep. It is not intense, but more laid back and if you like soft electronic, then this might be for you.

Sounds Like: Tron: Legacy Soundtrack by Daft Punk

Recommended Tracks:
5. Sensation: strong beginning base, more upbeat

Name: Sommer Yazzle
Date Reviewed: 04/18/2018

- Dance/Electronic [1]
- RPM [2]